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Tret o =hows i J ounft Lesbian couple One girl
anticipating her parents visit pajs an ictor to
pu e as bo^ friend But both sets of parents
irn\ e and livelj farce develops as Trevor attempt^
simultaneously to attend two parties and to cook
wne 411 the parent"? depart refusing to
idmit the girls relationship and the play ends on
entunental note
TJif Di"ordeilvWamoii     1969    M
Bowen follows Vnouilh in hi« capable adap'a
tion of a Creek pla> Eunpiaes s Ihe Lacchae
to a modern idiom
Bertold Brecht (1898-1856)
Perhaps the most original and vigorous drama
hbt and producer of the century the Bavarian
Brecht was remalkable in his command of both
literary and theatrical genius
His practice and theory underwent constant
modification Early play.j like Baal written to
provide entertainment reveal a satiric and
anarchic attitude and in 1928 the ironic The
Threepenny Opera (P) made him famous From
1930 onward his work became explicitly com
munistlc marked by the rejection of the indi
victual m favour of a social ideal But although
Brecht always remained committed to Marxist
ideology most of his later plays written after his
withdrawal from Nazi Germany are lesa didactic
than humanist m spirit and it is by these mature
works that he is best known m Britain
After  1949  Brecht  consolidated the famous
Berliner Ensemble  m East Berlin   where he
developed his Influential techniques of production
The most permanent feature of Brecht s mature
drama are the Epic form and the Verfrendu.no or
alienation   effect both developed m reaction to
the traditional dramatic form which he dubbed
Aristotelian      He considered that the closely
constructed Aristotelian play  which encourages
the  audience s emotional participation hi  the
Action syphons off the spect itor s emotion leav
ing him a passive and acquiescent member of
societv
According to Brecht the drama should be not
ritual but debate The spectator should be a
detached observer calmly investigating the view
of the world that confronts him rationally con
sidermg arguments and stimulated to decisive
social action It is taken for granted that he will
find the solution to problems in communism
Brecht therefore developed his Epic
narrative play loosely constructed with a sequence
of individual scenes functioning as independent
dramatic illustrations or quotations to the narra
tive
He uses a variety of techniques to establish the
narrative tone such as an actual story teller on
the stage explanatory verses relayed before the
scenes and banner headlines which foretell the
events to be portrayed Although by throwing
the action thus into the past tense he discards the
lure of suspense his dramatic intelligence vigour
and inventiveness excite lively interest ani
curiosity
lo break down the traditional identification 01
the spectator with the action Brecht developed
his celebrated alienation effect devising tech
niques to keep him at a critical distance Thi:
implies using an image that suddenly makes thi
familiar appear strange and novel to the onlooker
so that he is shocked into recognising its signi
flcance
His productions were thus avowedly non
realistic and theatrical sometimes appearing like
an inspired, charade He used not only direc
narration but direct address to the audience
formalised settings and properties masks anc
stylised make up sometimes grotesque m charac
ter His text scarcely more than a prompter
copy was freely adapted during rehearsal so tha
an acquaintance with the pattern of Brecht
mime and gesture is often necessary to the fli
understanding of his plays
Few ftnd in Brecht s mature work the plea fo
communism that he intended and many of his
protagonists designed as exponents of capitahs
villainy appeal strongly to the sympathy Th
compelling and fascinating central ambiguity can
be ascribed as Esslm has pointed out to th
 n   m between Brecht s conscious reason and the
co i nous emotional experience on which evpry
reitive writer must intuitively drnn This pro
ound tension is the major source of Breclit s
•o'wer
Brecht s influence has been pervasivt Ldpeeially
m the dramatists Arden Bolt \\hiting and
S affer and on the producer Joan lattlewowl
\bove all his iconoclastic attitude and his fertile
xperiment have betn invaluable m encouraging i
•ew and empirical approach to drama
Esslin s book. Brecht a Chmce of Evils 1959 is
authontatn e
baal    Written 1918
The amoral vagabond poet Baal (0 Toolev
1m en by instinct and emotion expresses the
subjective experience of the youthful Brecht
Icilileo    "Written 1938-9    M.
Brecht intended Galileos recantation is an
image of the scientists allowing the State to
assume authoritj over science It has also been
interpreted as Galileo s cunning expedient allow
ing him to continue research
Mother Coinage    Written 193"    M
In his panorama of war s futility Brecht <le
j'Ened Mother Courage—a camp follower in the
Thirty "iears War—as an epitome of the haggling
profiteer But his intuitive understanding of this
dynamic maternal figure bereaved eventually of
three children has endowed her with an
ambiguous fascination
Uie Cood Person of&sechvan    Written 19,38-40
M P
Shen Te (Peggy Ashcroft) the benevolent
prostitute has to disguise herself as Shui Ta the
harsh task master in order to survive in an tin just
commercial society
Puntila    Written 1940-1
The drunken generosity of the mean land
owner Puntila designed by Breeot to highlight
his harshness when sober has however given him
an attractive inconsistency The chauffeur who
rejects Puntila s daughter is a Schweikian charac
ttr
The Ee<nstaUf Rise of Arluro Ui    W ritten 1941
The late British premiere 1967 of a minor pla%
vividly illuminates Brecht s principle*, and
method Ihe Chicago thug TJi and his crcine*
burlesque Hitler and his entourage and the horror
of Nazism is offset by the brilliant clowning by
Possiter of Ui s abject cowardice and monstrous
arrogance The play successfully parodies Shake
speare s verse especially in Richard III but tlie
picture of Chicago gangsters as vegetable dealers
is unconvincing
ffie Caucasian CJiall Cwcle Written 1944-5 MP
The prologue to this delightful fairy tale con
statutes an overt plea for communism rare in
Brecht s later work The rascally judge Adzal
who takes bribes from the rich and gives judg
ment in favour of the poor is one of Brecht s
typical contradictory characters
Peter Brook (b 1925)    Director
US (or ambiguously U S )    1966
US is a collaboration between director actors
designers musicians and writers m an attempt to
confront the Vietnam war and to involve the
audience
Brook admits anti American bias
The First Act is a violent theatrical assault on
apathy Brook re employs techniques from
Weiss s Marat-Sade and alternates utmost
stQmes8 as m the initial mime of a Buddhist self
immolation, with loud music and noise to the
hideous uproar and confusion of a bombing raid at
the climax a giant war effigy from the proscenium

